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The ways in which heritage sites are commonly represented - plans, aerial photographs and 
computer models - have been criticised for their tendency to elevate the viewer to a disembodied 
perspective that is removed from lived experience. This paper explores the disparity between the 
totalising tendency of visualisation techniques on one hand, and the need to consider the 
importance of human experience within built heritage on the other. Following on from existing 
work along the boundaries of art and archaeology, it is considered that creative practice – with its 
ability to incorporate emotional and experiential content into visual outcomes – can make a 
valuable contribution to this area.
Digital visualisation. Virtual reality. Embodied experience. Aerial photography. Heritage. Archaeology. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
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2. VISUALISATION TECHNOLOGIES 
et al.
3. OBSERVING VIRTUAL REALITY 
Figure 1: An avatar flying above a VR environment. 
Cathedral reconstruction by the Open Virtual Worlds 
group, University of St Andrews © (CC BY 3.0) 
et al.
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4. SITUATING THE AERIAL VIEW 
et al.
Figure 2: ‘The Play Grounds Series, No 6: Burnt 
Moorland, Grouse Shooting’, Patricia Macdonald 
in collaboration with Angus Macdonald © 1999 
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5. NAVIGATION AND MOVEMENT 
where
6. CREATIVE PRACTICE AND ARCHAEOLOGY 
et al.
et al.
Figure 3: Frames from a ‘Trans-scape’ animation of 
Ballymeanoch standing stones, Aaron Watson © 2008 
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7. PUTTING THEORY INTO PRACTICE 
et al.
8. THE CATERTHUN HILLFORTS CASE STUDY 
Figure 4: A high altitude view of the Caterthun hillforts. 
Photograph © Kieran Baxter (CC BY-NC-SA 3.0) 
9. FIELDWORK AND PHOTOGRAPHY 
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Figure 5: Ephemeral enclosure remains visible beneath 
melting snow cover in this kite aerial photograph. 
Photograph © Kieran Baxter (CC BY-NC-SA 3.0) 
10. FROM PHOTOGRAPHY TO VIRTUAL SPACE 
11. THE TIME-BASED OUTCOME 
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Figure 6: Moving from the microcosm to the macrocosm 
at White Caterthun. © Kieran Baxter (CC BY-NC-SA 3.0) 
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